Distribution of cAMP-dependent protein kinase during development in Dictyostelium discoideum.
During the developmental cycle of Dictyostelium discoideum cyclic AMP functions as both a chemotactic signal for aggregation and a regulatory molecule during later events of differentiation. Morphological and biochemical data suggest that cAMP may direct cells during morphogenesis and differentiation. We utilized microtechniques to determine the stage- and cell-specific levels of the cAMP-dependent protein kinase, the probable intracellular cAMP receptor. Kinase activity was low and non-cAMP-dependent in amoebae and early aggregates but increased and became cAMP-dependent in aggregates after the formation of tight cell contacts. Maximum kinase activity and cAMP dependency occurred during the slug and culmination stages. The only differential distribution of the kinase within a single stage occurred during culmination when the activity in the stalks was approximately one-fourth of that in the prespore mass. Preliminary evidence indicates that this difference is not due to an inhibitor. In all other stages tested cAMP-dependent protein kinase activity was equal in prespore and prestalk cells.